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The Third Wave of 
State Capitalism?
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PROGRAMME

In Memory of Uwe Becker: Scholar, Colleague, 
Friend, Family, Joy and Positive Energy

Uwe Becker´s Great Contributions to Comparative 
Political Economy: Opening the Varieties of 
Capitalism Research Agenda: The BRICs and Emerging 
Economies in Comparative Perspective; The Changing 
Political Economies of Small Western European 
Countries

José Luís Cardoso - Director, ICS-ULisboa
Renato Boschi -  IESP/UERJ; INCT-PPED
Vivien A. Schmidt - Boston University
Alexandra Vasileva - University of Amsterdam
Surajit Mazumdar - Jawaharlal Nehru University
Christian May - Goethe Universitat
Janneke Oldenburger- family
Ana Maria Evans - ICS-ULisboa

9h00 [Polivalent room]

10h00 [Polivalent room]

small coffee warm up

Opening Comparative Session

Vivien A. Schmidt,
Department of Political Science and Center for the Study 
of Europe , Boston University
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Mechanisms of Coordination and State Permeation in Large 
Emerging Economies

Christian May and Andreas Nolke, 
Institute for Political Science, Goethe Universitat, Frankfurt 

10h40 [Polivalent room]

WORK PRESENTATIONS

[ABSTRACT]

Different modes of coordination between economic actors have been central aspects of Comparative 

Capitalisms (CC) research. However, this question has hitherto been inadequately addressed with 

regard to capitalism in large emerging economies and the BRICS.   Regularly, state-business relations 

are depicted as instances of "crony" or "patrimonial capitalism", based on corruption and clientelism. 

Yet, this gives rise to the puzzle why large emerging economies could produce considerable growth 

over a decade despite   these coordination "failures". Arguing from a Polanyian perspective, we find 

much support for a mode of coordination based on reciprocity in emerging Southern capitalisms. This 

'soft' or 'social' mode of coordination might help to explain an unexpected degree   of institutional 

coherence of capitalism in countries such as Brazil, India and China. Moreover, it complements a new 

form of coordination by the state that changed from a dirigiste mode of state control towards a more 

flexible and selective form of state involvement that permeats (rather than steers) the economy.

Facing Cyclical Crises: Political Responses of State 
Developmentalism in Brazil (2008-2014)

Renato Boschi and Carlos Eduardo Santos Pinho
Institute of Social  and Political Studies, Rio de Janeiro State University / 
National Institute of Science and Technology on Public Policies and Development 
Strategies 

11h20 [Polivalent room]

[ABSTRACT]

As contrasted to the USA and the European countries, which were hit hard by the systemic financial 

2008/2009 crisis of global capitalism, some emerging state capitalist countries were able to surpass its 

immediate negative impacts. While the crisis in central countries implied the curtailment of social 

benefits, widespread unemployment and an overall deconstruction of the welfare state, in the Latin 

American region, for example, inequality was reducing, at the same time that unemployment showed 

some of the smallest figures ever. This is certainly the case of Brazil which has adopted, since the early 



2000's, a series of developmental policies, in particular, programs of income redistribution assuring 

social inclusion and, therefore, the possibility of expanding economically towards the internal market. 

This paper discusses the virtues and limits of such political strategies. Despite the early adoption of 

counter-cyclical measures and previously-established financial regulation and even the gradual 

emergence of a social democratic trend more recently, such changes occurred in a scenario of 

resilient neo-liberal macro-economic policies, combined with lower levels of growth in recent years. 

We argue that in terms of facing longer term effects of the crisis, a shift from a model  predominantly 

based on social inclusion towards an investment scenario is also necessary so as to allow the 

consolidation of this type of developmental state capitalism. We conclude with a brief reflection on the 

need of categorizing in a more specific way the broader variety of state-led capitalism, taking into 

account characteristics of some Latin American cases.

The Political Economy of the Transition from 'Emergence' to Crisis: 
India in the 21st Century

Surajit Mazumdar
Centre for Economic Studies and Planning, School of Social Sciences, Jawaharlal 
Nehru University, New Delhi 

12h00 [Polivalent room]

[ABSTRACT]

The last decade has seen India experience first an economic boom unprecedented in her history and 

then a subsequent post global crisis transition to a phase of crisis which has been the most severe 

since the foreign exchange crisis of 1991 triggered the process of opening up and deregulation. Of the 

three general elections during this period, two - the first right at the beginning of the high growth phase 

and the most recent one in the midst of crisis - led to defeats of the incumbent governments with the 

losing political formation in 2004 returning to power with a big bang ten years later. If the 2004 elections 

appeared to reflect a rejection of the slogan of 'Shining India' championed by the then ruling formation, 

its replacement, namely 'Inclusive Growth', appears to have cut no ice either in 2014. This paper will 

analyse the mutual interaction between the economic developments of this period, the political 

changes seen in it and the dynamics of economic policy-making and the rhetoric surrounding it.  It 

shall argue that there has been an essential continuity to this period, the observed instabilities being 

reflections of that continuity, but the de facto unequal social equilibrium of Indian capitalism implied in it 

may come under increasing strain in the context of crisis.

lunch break



Understanding Russia's Statist-patrimonial Capitalist Model Through 
the Analysis of State-business Power Relations

Alexandra Vasileva,
Amsterdam Institute for Social Science Research, University of Amsterdam 

14h00 [Polivalent room]

[ABSTRACT]

Russia's economic recovery after the economic crisis of 2008/09 was largely due to the bouncing back 

of the oil price, rather than growth-promoting policies. Today, with global commodity prices declining 

and the EU and US economic sanctions taking    effect, grim prospects for growth reveal the weakness 

of Russia's model of capitalism. This paper argues that Russia's capitalism, having de-liberalised in the 

decade that preceded the crisis, is characterised by a distinct mixture of statism and patrimonialism.  

The  latter is expressed in the prominence of state interventions in the economy on the basis of 

particularistic gains and is characterised by clientelism and corruption. This paper seeks to 

understand the specificity of the Russian patrimonial-statist model    through the analysis of power 

relations underlying the state-economy nexus. In particular, it explores the power resources that 

enable the Russian bureaucrats to interfere with private business for personal enrichment, thus 

rendering property rights insecure    and ultimately undermining economic growth.

Exclusive Statism, Institutional Keyholders and Structural 
Asymmetries: The Resilience of Uncoordinated Capitalism in Portugal

Ana Maria Evans,
Institute of Social Sciences, University of Lisbon 

14h40 [Polivalent room]

[ABSTRACT]

When institutions are formally restructured under the force of common and homogenizing external 

directives as happens in the case of the European Union and - less evidently - in other regional 

markets, what happens with the pre-existing informal incorporation  of economic interests in the 

national policy sphere? What are the mechanisms that explain continuities and breaks in patterns of 

policy capture and power relations at times of formal institutional reform? Finding adequate answers to 

these questions increases  our capacity to understand the conditions that affect adjustment and the 

prospects for sustainable socio-economic development in integrating markets. The paper expects to 

make a contribution to fill meet this analytical goal.   It develops a longitudinal account of state-economy 



relations in Portugal, tracing the continuity of core elements of statism along major economic and 

political change in the course of democratization, regional economic integration, membership in the 

European Monetary Union and, more recently,  external intervention by the Troika.  The study claims 

that the character of informal network ties that developed between political party elites, business 

groups and public administrators in the early days of economic liberalization has kept the logic of 

economic governance static and conditioned the outcomes of policy  intervention and institutional 

change, explaining persistent failures in the course of adjustment.

15h20 [Polivalent room]

DISCUSSION

Amílcar Moreira, ICS-ULisboa

Andr és Malamud, ICS-ULisboa

António Costa Pinto, ICS-ULisboa

Gustavo Sampaio, Journalist and Best-Seller Author

João Mourato, ICS-ULisboa

José António de Azevedo Pereira, ISEG-Ulisboa &  Director-General 
of the Tax Administration (2007-July 2014)

Joseph Marques, King´s College, London
Luciano Amaral, Nova School of Business and Economics

Michael Baum, Luso-American Development Foundation
Miguel Glatzer, La Salle University
Olivia Bina, ICS-ULisboa

Pedro Lains, ICS-ULisboa

Susana Coroado, ICS-ULisboa & Transparência e Integridade 
(Associação Cívica)
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